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ABSTRACT.
The reflections of two ,pocial scientists regarding an

inservice education program for elementary school teachers were,the
basis of their approach to inservice programs: Teachers need to have

.analytical and inquiry skills that will allow them'to read research
reports. and listen to inservice presentations, digest the
information, and then apply what seems useful to them in their
particular situations. When an elementary school was about to undergo

of a transition from a traditional, self-contained classroom structure
to an open-concept school, where teachers worked in teams, a summer
workshop was developed to teach needed analytical and'inquiry skills
to teachers.1The development-of certain skills would benefit the
teachers: (10 journal keeping; (2) ability to reflect on one's own
performance; and (3) an ability to obserVe the acticns of others and
gain understanding of those..actions from the perspective of the
participapts.A 2-week workshop was gosigned and implemented through
day-by-day schedules. While the participants at first had difficulty
in accepting the concept that development of inquiry 'skills would be
valuable in a team-teaching situation, the master plan of the
workshop eventually becaie apparent to them. Fo1161-up studies in the
fall, however, revealed that, because of the organizational structure
of the school and lack of time, teachers had little opportunity to
utilize all the skills they had learned. The inservice workshop was
successful in changing some teachers' beliefs about teaching.
However, it was not successful in that it did not deal with the
problems faced by the teacher in implementing these changes, given.
the constraints imposed by the ways schools are organized. (JD) ,
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This paper presents the reflections,of two social scientists're-

garding an inservice educaiiOn program for elementary school teacl.K:rs.

We approach this task as outsiders.in the world of teacher education.

Neither of us has had formal training,in teacner education, and be-

tween us, we have one year of teaching experience in-public schools.
. -

Our advanced training is in education, but most,oeour experience in
_

1 claisrooms has been as observers and re

We teach in a college of education because we believe that the
e

..
.

issues we study and the findings we obtain should have some e-praCtical

consequences. We are very'much concerned with how best to apply the

findings'of our research. Our training and experience have been in

doing.basic research, not on how best to communicate our findingi to

teachers or how to translate our findings. into prescriptions that can

be introdticed into teacher training curricula. We agree. with Fen-

stermacher's (1978) criticisms of teacher educators' tendencies to

convert basic research findings into rules that teachers can apply

uncritically in their classrooms. We adVocate the skeptical con-. .

sumption of research findings by teachers. In order to be able to

translate research findings into practice foi their own classrooms,

teachers need to have analytical and inquiry skills that will allow

them to read research reports and listen to inservike presentations,

digest the information, and'then apply what seems useful to them in

their. particular situations. In addition, teachers- need these inquiry

skills in order to find out what is actually happening in their own

classrooms, regardless of what is said in the research literature or

in inservice presentations.

Our beliefs are not based solely on abstract theoretical notions.

Our training is in edUcation psychology (Yinger) and in inthropology
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and education .(Shultz). Between the two of us, we have over fif-

teen years of ekperience teaching and talking with teachers. Both

pf us haye.spent our professional careers doing field research in

school settings. Shultz has spent the last, ten years doing research
sok

on the social organization of. interaction in school ,and homeSettings.

This rLearch, which has been almost entirely ethnographic, has focused

On trying to describe and make sense of teachers' and students' under-

standings of clas3rdom life. Yinger has spent the last.six years

studying teacher thinking, and specifically, teacher planning pro-

cesses in natu-kalistkc settings. Both o).",us have developed from

these experiences in schools and classrooms notions about teaching

that rely heavily On viewing the teacher as a professional function-
.

ing in ft very complex social and psychological environment.

We wanted to state our beliefs. and assumptions at the outset be-

cause we will be writing about an inservice workshop we did for

teachers this past summer - a workshop dealing with what we call

"inquiry skills". We knew we were in for a challenging experience

when one of the first questions we were asked in the workshop was:

Have you ever been classroom teachers? We had to answer honestly

that we (except for the one year by one of us mentioned earlier)

have sot been., Our qualifications were calletinto question, based

not on our training or knowledge, but on our work experience. This

was a familiar theme to us; we are occasionally criticized by our

teacher education colleagues for not knowing about what goes. On in

sckszols.,

We made it clear to the teacher participants that we were not

there to :each them specific skills like how to work- with special
.

kinds of childre, how to implement a new curriculum, or how to,use
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the "ten.best rules for discipline." We tried to make it cleai

that'we were there to help them find these things out for themselves

by providing them with some of the skillsthat we thought were ne-

cessary to be reflective and effective professionals.

To. some extent, we succeeded. What at first was somewhat hos-

tile audience (as evidenCed by thetfirst question we were asked) was,

at the.end of the two week summer workshop, an attentive and appre-

ciative one. It is our version of this story and our reflections on

it that constitute the subject matter for this paper.

How did we get_involved in inservic4 education to begin with?

Most of the courses we teach in the College of Education are what

are known as "service" courses: classes for classroom teachers who

have returned to'school to obtain a masters degree in .some area (spe-

cial education, curriculum and instruction, bilsiness education, etc.)

or to obtain additional credits in order to qualify for a higher

salary.- 'As such we 'come in contact with many classroom teachers

through our ordinary duties as faculty, members.
,..

In'our classes, we deal with issues related to cultural differences,

instructional theory, sociolinguistics, and cognitive psychology. We

have heard from many of our studehts that the subject matter of our

course's was never covered (or only peripherally so) in their under-

graduate teachers training programs and that we had a 4,11t deal to

offer, notrielatOd to specific curricula or instructional methods,

btt rather related to ways of thinking about children, about learn-
.

ing, and about teaching. We believe the key phrase here is "ways of

,thInking about." We were stimulating and challenging teachert to

think. about what 'they were doing 41 ways that they possibly had not

done before.
tIP
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We would also overhear teachers complaining. about the irrele-
.

vancy of.inservice education programs. Or we would be asked directly.

if we could do an inservice education program for teachers at their
.

schools. In the sumMer of 1981,. with the availability of state funds

for summer institutes for teachets, we decided to take the plunge

-into inservice education. As we said earlier, this move was spurred'

by a (maybe) naigp belief that we had something to offer and that we.

in fact knew some things that we thought teachers should know.

The Workshop

We originally conceived of the.icea of conducting such a.work-'

shop in a series of conversation's with Dr. Eileen Raffanielfo of the

Schoolltsychology program.'<he had been talking-to the principal of

an elementary school in Cincinnati which had recently undeigode a

transition from a traditional self-contained classroom structure to

an open-conce4 school, where teachers worked in teams in large, open

areas. The principal was concerned about the ability of his teachers

to gd from a situation where they worked independently to one where'

they were to work'in teams. He feared that many years of to hing

in a self-contained classroom would prove to be an imppdiment to
.

working Closely with other teachers'in'planning curricula and in
/.

working Out compatib*4nstructiona approaches.

-In these preliminary conversation, we realized that we,each'

had some skills; derived from our training, that would be beneficial

to teachers (and others) who were working together. These skills

were:'journal keepiAg (Yinger), i.e., the ability to reflect on one's

own Pefformance; ethnographic observation (Shultz), i.e., the ability

to observe the actions of others and attempt to gain' an understand-

ing of those actions from the perspective of thvparticipants; and
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collaborative consultation and problem- solving (Raffaniello), i,e.,

the ability to work and communicate.effectively with others in deal-

ing with problems of mutual concern. These conversations made it

clear (to us at 1 Et), that these were skills that were useful not

only for'conducting research and for use by outside ccnsultants, but

would also be useful for practitioners in dealing-with the problems

.they bonfront in their everyday work lives.

Based o4 these conversations, we decided to .submit a proposal \

to the State of Ohio to conduct a summer institute for teachers deal-

ing precisely with the three areas mentioned earlier - journal keep -
\

ing, observation, and collaborative problem solving - which we came,

to call "inquiry skills." We planned for the summer institute, which.

Was to be done for the staff at the scilool.undergoing the trapSition,

to include two different kinds of experiences for practitioners:

lecture and claSs discussion dealing with theoretical.and method-

ologlcal issues related to the three skills; and a concurrent simula-

tion exercise, during which the participants could try out some of
rf

1 .the new 'skills they were ilearning..

As originally conceived, each one of us --Yinger; Shultz, and.(
.

Raffaniello - Would be responsible for teaching about the skill we

1
In the simulation, one third of the participants in the
workshop were to act out the. part of a teacter whp was
having management problems in his classrooM. The other

411'two thirds of the participants weik-to4pretend being other
teachers in the same school who were to work as consultants
in teams of two with one of the "teachers" in,.first, id-
entifying .the problem the teacher was having, apd second,
formulating potential solutions for the_problems the teacher
was facing. Material for the simulation was to be drawn
from videotapes made'in an actual classroom in which a, white
mile primary school teacher was hiving problems in his first.

.year working with native American children.



were most familiar with and that as a team, we would lead them

though the simulation. Wg anticipated an enrollment of approx-

'imately 25 students, giving a'student/teacfier ratio of approximately

8:1. The'institute was approved for funding in the spring of 1981,

and, after consultation with the school, was scheduled to )e held in

August of the same

As witti all well laid plans, several modifications had to be made

to the original proposal. First of all, Dr. Raffaniello'changed jobs
.

in July, and she was replaced on.the,team by Betty Van Wegener, a

doctoral student in the school ,psychology program who was profiqent

in the theory and method of collaborative consultation and problem

solving, and who had conducted, workshops on that topic in the past.

She, like-us, had had no public school l teaching experience, although
/

she had woOced for two years as a school psychologist:

Second, although the principal was supportive of the institute

and there was a perceived need on the part of the teachers at the

school for such a workshop, the/month of"August did not turn out to

be the best time forsall concerned. As such; only ten'to twelve

teachers at ,the,schoOl made a commitment to attend, *and in order to

maintain the funding from the state and to make it worthwhile for all

involved, we had to look elsewhere for other teachers who were in a

similar team E ,.nation and who could benefit from such a workshop.

In the end, eight teachers were recruited from an intermediate school

(grades 46.6) in the CincinnaeL system, and an additional two teachers

were recruited from.a suburban middle school three wete,open-

concept schools where many of\the teachers worked in instructional

t eams.
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The institute was scheduled for the m;L.ddle two weeks,in

August with meetings scheduiecf.from 9:00 A.M. to 3:00 P.M:, with

a one-hour break for lunch. A 'day-by-day schedule of activities
t .

for theinStitute is contained in Figure '1.

Reflections on Workshop

, The preceding description of and schedule for the workshop paints

a picture of an orderly, coherent activity. XVI reality, As anyone

who has conducted such a workshop knows, there was a great deal of

fumbling, trial and error, and confusion associated with the wor4sho.y.

(as well as some good times, interesting presentations, and stimula-

ting discussicins). In this sectiOn, we will present our impressions
.

of t4p,worXshop. We will also present the impressions ofthe par'

ticipants, based on the written evaluations they turned in during

the workshop and on our criversations withthe tea6hers in the follow-
.,

up sessions.

The first question -we were asked after we prbvided *brief. intro-.

duction to the workshop - did any of the three workshop instructors

have any public school teaching expe r ience? - confirmed what we a14-

ready felt:-teacherp have a .general distrust of inservice programs,

particularly those conducted by university faculty members. This is

especially true when the faOulty members are barely wet behind the
..

ears and appeared to be younger than many of the workshop participants.

One way of paraphrasing this question is: What do you young, inexper-

ienced university people kn bw about what happens in schools And what,
*

-care -you tell us about teaching that we\already don't know? After a bit
.

of hemming and hawing, we tried to an wer both the explicit and 'implicit
,

questions: we have had little public school teaching experience (one
.

\ .

\ ::-.)



Figure 1: Day-by-Day schedule for workshop

Week 1 Morning Siession Afternoon Session

Day 1 a. Introduction of participants a. Presentation: journal keep-
ing -, and rationale

b. Goals and objectives of the r-
workshop

. .

Day 2 a.Begirining of simulation ex-
ercises: 1) meet with par-
ticipants identified as
"teachers";2) show them video-

,

tapes of.actual teacher inter-
.

acting with students; 3) pre-
sent-them with baqkground in= $'
formation regardidg the
community, the school, and the
students; and 4) as a group,
formulate what it is that the
"teacher" is having problems
with.

b. Discussion and processing pf .

'systematic, reflection exerbises

c. Presentation and activityf using
journal keeping for planning and
collaboration.

Day 3 a. Introduction to observation:
I

meet at downtown location and
observe interaction (no explicit
directions given' xcept to
serve any.pefsons interacting
with. each other 4nd to take notes
on Iat is observed).

Day 4 a. Continuation of simulation:
11 All partibipants view video-
' tapes of teacher who is having
'problems;

2) All do ,systematic reflection
writing exercise (individually);

3) Consultants meet in teams to
discuss,their observations;

4) Teachers meet as a group to
further refine and define the
problem;*

5) Videotapes shown to whole group
of other teachers in same schooL
interacting successfully with
students;,

6) Individual reflection exercise
on observation of second teacher.

h.. Journal ke ping exercise:
systematic reflection

a. Continuation of simulation ex-
ercise: 1) teams of.one
"teacher" and two "consultants"
meet. for the first time; 2)
"teacher" shares problem with
consultant; 3) "consultants'
may,ask clarifying questions;
4) each participant completes
a systematic reflection ex-
ercise on the interaction (s)he
has just participated in; 5)
groundrules elaborated re-
garding interaction among
."team" members. . .

a. Presentation: theoretical
and methodological issues
in doing observation.

a. Evaluation of first week

Day .5 , No class meeting: time to do reading assignment dealing with
collaborative problems solving for following well.

. 10



Figure 1 (continued)

Week 2

Day 6 a. Presentation: Introduction
to Collaborative Consultation

b. Communication skills exercise

c. Discussion of processing of
communication skills exercise

Day a. AT,ideotalee demqgstration of
ealaborative consultation'

b. Collaborative consultation ex-
ercise: probleti identification

Day. 8 a. Contintlation of simulation
exercise

1) Consultants,meet in ,teams
(without teacher to formulate
consultation strategy)

2) Participants meet in com-
plete teams (teacher and two
consultants) for collabor-
ative problem solving
'Geheral discussion among all
participants' and workshop
instructors regarding
simulation

3)

12.sx_p All day: evaluation of second week
discussion of how these skills can
of participants.

a. Presentation: Thedretical
and Methodological issues
doihg.collabordtiire consul-
tation

as Discussic4,of collaboratiye
consultation exercise

b. Group consultation

a.

.b.

Discussion of follow-up
activities fOr workshop
Formulation of problems
teachers at each of the
three, schools would like
to tackle using skills
acquired in workshop

and workshop as a whole and
be used in everyday work

Day' 10 No meeting. Further reflection of merits of workshop and utility
of skills.
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among the three of us) although me have had over ten years'of

combined teaching in a university and we weren't there to tell them

how,to teach better. We onlyhoped that the skills we were present-

ing could be used in helping them with everyday problems. All we

planned to do was to provide them with skills; they would have td

decide how best they could be 'appliid.

:This firsiguestion, in addition to providing some measure of .

distrust", of outsiders, also pointV out that there had been some

Miscommunication regarding the purpose and expected outcomes.of the

.- Aworkshop. From soMe'source, perhaps even from one or another of us,
1

the participants in the workshop had been led to believelthat.wewere

.going to tell, them What tc b.oin order to work better in teams! The'

differences in expectations between participants and instructors be-
,

gan to become clear: we'thought.that we were there to teach the par- -

ticipants some skills and yid expected them to make the, connections

,between whet we were saying and better team- work.' The participants

expected that we were going to provide them with some ready-made

soluiions for how to work better in teams.

In attempting to understand why the difference in expectations
.

occurred, we see two potential sources of confusion. The first has

to dqiwith the ways in which the teachers found out about the work-
6

shop. There were at leaStttwo sources of information:. -the princi=

pals at the two *Cincinnati schools had copies of the proposal for

the workshop to share with interested teachers; and we made brief

.presentations at faculty meetings at both schools. 2 It became clear

2The two teachers from'the suburban middIe'school were re-
, cruited through one of our classes,'and they had a better

understanding of what the workshop was about.
v
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,

that'we had not done a good job of communicating with either the

teachers themselves or with the principals regarding the pur ose

of the workshop. This was the first place where our inexperience

in doing inservice workshops created a problem.

The second potential source of confusion also has to do with

our naivete-regarding inservice education. One of the things that

we-did/it' realize (or at least didn't realize the extent of) was

that teachers were accustomed in inservice workshops to be infused

.%witg"knowledge. 3
In some ways, by rejecting the traditional notion

of what an inservice workshop is supposed to we created some

problems. We were not prepared to make the connections between

'what we were saying and what the teachers should be doing. But even

more than that, we did not believe that we were in any position to

make those connections fOr-them. Only they, as the true experts re-

garding what happens in their classroom in their schools, are

equipped to deal with the issues related to applic on.

This was not a cop out. We were not going to shy away from dis-

cussing the issue of application of these skills to their particular

situations.. Asa matter of fact, referring to Figure 1, time had

been set aside in both days 8 and 9 of the workshop to discuss these

very issues. But we were merely going to act as facilitators and

discussion leaders. We were not going to play the role of expert

and tell them whet it was we thought they should do. From our per-

spective, this was not an appropriate role for us to play.

3
Toni Sharma, a teacher in Columbus, Ohi, compares this
process to the artificial insemination of a cow in an
article in the Phi Delta Kappan, February 1982.
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After receiving assurances from the participants that they, would

withhold judgment regarding the purpose of the workshop until we had

had a chance to present some of the material, we proceeded with, the

presentation on journal keeping., During the following three days, we

presented material on journal keeping and observation, including a

number of exercises which the participants could do to try their

hands at using these skills. In addition, during days two and four;

the participants engaged in the simulation of work in teams where two

of them helped a third participant with a "problem". This was a

second source of hands-on experience, using the observa4onand

journal keeping skills we had presented.

The first week ended with an evaluation session that included both

verbal and written assessments of the workshop by the participants. In

both the written and verbal evaluations, 'a number of prominent themes

emerged. The first had to do with the physical and temporal arrange-

ments. The airconditioning did not work properly in the part of the
4

building where the resource room was located and the air was often

hot and stuffy. The chairs we used were not very comfortable, and

sitting in them for as many hours as we did (up to six on any given

day) was not conducive to paying attention. Finally, the length of

time involved was perceived as being Overwhelming. For that reason,

we cancelled the last day's meeting on the first week to allow par-
. ,

ticipants to recover and to give them time to do some of the reading

for the collaborative consultation sessions that were to takeplace-

the following week.

The second set of themes that emerged in the evaluation was more

substantive. Participants enjoyed the hands-on experiences they were .

getting. On the other hand, they felt that much of the lecturing we



had done on journpl keeping-and obsetvation'was superfluous. 'They

also were having trouble seeing the connectio4s between the two skills.

The latter two criticis1s seemed to us to be related to each other.

As long as they viewed the two kinds of skills as being unrelated,

all they were interested in learning was how to do them. The reasons,
4

/hy they should be done that way did not"seem very relevant. Sinne

the lectuees were related to the theoretical and research based under-

pinnings of the methods; and because we were emphasizling the ways in

which the methods complemented each other, we were looking at the work-

shop as a whole. The participants, on the other hand, because they did

not yet have a sense of the whole, particularly in light of the initial

misunderstanding regarding objectives, continued to view each of the

units discretely. After obtaining a second set of assurances from

the-teachers that they would withhold judgment until the end of the

workshop, the first week ended.

In conversations among the three instructoxs, doubts began to crop

up regarding our initial assumptions about the workshop. That is,

even though the thiee of us'believed that the three slclls we were

presenting complement0 each othek, and that all of them were neces-

sary for effective teamwork to occur, we began to have\some doubts.

about whether or not we ccu communicate that to others. And even

?though we believed that we were not the experts and that our job was

to present material to the teachers to absorb and apply as they

thought best, we feared t t the teachers' expeCtations for more

'traditional inservice education may have been a stumbling block in our

attempts at helping teachers improve their professional practice. In

other words, after one week of doing inservice education, our naivete,

4
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ignorance and enthusiasm began. to fade, to be replaced by pessimism

and skepticism.
.)

On.this note, the second meek of the workshop began. Partly

due to Betty Van wasener's presentation skills and partly due to.the

continuation of the simulation and other exercises, we began to notice

a change in the participants shortly after the start of the second week:

It'seemed as though tplking about how people should communicate and

solve problems together put the other skills' into perspective. It

began to become,apparent to the,teachers that in order to work together,

it was necessary to have- skills that would allow them to obierve their

own behavior and the behavior of others, to reflect on that behavior,_

and to communicate their observations and reflections to each other.

In other 'words', .the master plan for the workshop began to become ap-

parent to the participants as well as to the instructors.

ABy the end of the,second week, what had started as tentative ac-
.

ceptance and approval during the first days ended in an overwhelming

show of support for the workshop by the time of the last day's

written and verbal evaluations. Aside from the complaints regarding,

physical accomodations and time, the participants were almost unani-

mous in their approval of the goals of the workshop. There were COm-

_ments made about how they could now see the relevance of the lectures

of the first week and how what had originally seemed to be three

separate sets of skills now fit together into a coherent whol? This

enthusiasm for the material presented in the workshop was evident in

the small group meetings the participants had by schoOl, where they

made plans for u3ing these skills to tackle a problem they anticipated

at their school during the coming year. After making plans to meet
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each of the groups of teachers at their school for a follow-up ses-

coming'sion during the coming two months, the workshop'ended.

Follow-up sessions

The original plan included five follow-up sessions: one session

at each of the three schools during early October, followed by a

session in,each of the two Cincinnati schools in January. Due to

scheduling problems, both at the schools and at the University, the

first follow -up sessions were'held between November 10 and November 24.

The meetings at the three different schools' proceeded in very much

the same fashion. Teachers talked about the importance of obserxiing

children in their own classrooms and spoke of how the obsetvational

skills they had learned had helped them defer judgment on students

until they had gathered sufficient information on what the child could

ands could not do.

On the other hand, the other two skills - journal keeping and col-
.

laborative problem solving - were not viewed as useful because of time

constraints placed on them by their jobs. Thetyo teachers at the

suburban school were embarassed to report that they had not had any'

time to write in their journals and other teachers reported that they

had used the journals but only sparingly. More significantly, the

teachers complained about not having time to work collaboratively,

either to observe in each 'other's classrooms or to sit down and solve

problems together. Their own teaching and administrative loads made

work with others nearly impossible.

This last point - related to collaborative work - came somewhat

as a surprise to us. Even though we knew about the overwhelming

schedules of teachers and the littje free time they had to work on

anything except their assigned tasks, we feltothat since we were

17
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dealing with teachers who were working in schools where the team con-

cept was not only accepted;but was rather the norm, that the teachers

would be able to find time to work together at some, point during the

' week: This was the place where our inexperience with the everyday

Jives of teachers had its most significant impact. Our naivete in

this regard led us to make tertain asumptions about the material we

presented and its utility for classroom teachers. During these

initial folidw-up sessions, we learned the hard way that although we

feel that certain skills are important for teachers the institutional

and bureaucratic'constraints'under which teachers operate make it,

Virtually impossible for our ideas to be placed into usatiCe. With-

out some radical changes in teaohers' mork schedules, knowledge about- .

how to reflect on your own work; on how to observe the actions of

others, and on how ,to work together would, for the most part, go for

nought. Based on these initial meetings,-the second set of foIlow-up

sessions was cancelled.

That is not to say that the skills we gave the teachers were

totally useless. For one thing, we don't know what the long term

\ effects of the workshop will be. In the short run, it was apparent,

that some of the observational skills proved to-be useful for teachers

in their own classrooms.(as opposed to their utility in observing some-

one else's classro ) and that for those teachers who. used their.

journals, however ringly, they too proved to be an asset in re-

flecting on theirs own teaching.
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Discussion and Conclusions

a

This paper has been a personal account of our delving into

the #rea of teacher in- service -education. The basic issue we are

dealing with is the sticky question of translating research into

practice. To deal with this question, we have ventured from Olir

rolesas researchers to that of educators.

We have both been influenced by 'other educators who approach

the area of in-service educaticin from non - traditional viewpoints.

We concur with this "new" thinking that the improvement of practice

is best based on developing the professional skills of teaching,

(e.g., decision making, problem solvingi inquiry, planning) instead

of focusing on specific teaching skills or methods. Jackson (Note 1)

conveys this orientation with its emphasis on teachers' abilities

to customize strategie3 and methods for their own teaching situations

when' he statei:

Customarily, we speak of putting theory into practice. But
ihatis not what we do at all. We put theory, or whatever
you want to call the ideas we' transmit,. into practitioners,
where it may serve a wide variety'of functions, only one of
whi8h is the actual guidance of their actions (p. 36).

$

Fenstermacher (1978) has developed the most thorough rationale

for this viewpoint. He bases his argument on Thomas Green's con- 4

ceptual change definition of education.

Green (1971) has contended tLat the purpose of teaching is
to lead students from what is subjectively reasonable for
them to believe to what is objectively reasonable for them
to believe. That is, a student comes to school with a cer-
tain set'of beliefs that, given his oriher experiences, seem
plausible (tubjectively.reasonable) to him or hero But if
the weight of established evidence available to humankind
is brought to bear on these subjectively reasonable beliefs,
it can be shown that same, many, or perhaps all of these'

4
.



beliefs are not reasonable in an objective sense. Ed-
ucation, for Green, is largely a matter of transforming
a person's subjectively reasonable beliefs to objectively
reasonable beliefs (p. 167).

Fenstermacher argues that "the .transformation from subjective

.
reasonableness to objective reasona0 bleness is undertaken by develop- .

ing the student's capacity to reason and by presenting evidence for

or against subjectively reasonable beliefs" (p. 167). From this

standpoint, he proposes that education (and in,this case teacher ed- 4

ucation) will be most effective when it focuses on presenting

teachers with evidence of effective practice that may be .used to ex-

.amine one s own beliefs about,teaching. He criticizes the large

body of teacher effectiveness research for its tendency to take

correlational findings and to convert them into rulebound procedures

, for teachers. In contrast to this "conversion schema" for trans-

lating research into practice; Fenstermacher offers a "transformation

schema" where-"the results of the researcher's inquiry are used as

evidence, as information, as sources of insight for teachers to con-

sider along with their own experiences" (p. 175).

As an alternative to providing teachers with rules and prescrip-

tions as a means to imprOving practice, Fenstermacher advoaates the

presentation Of evidence. To this, we would also add the importance

of providing teachers with new conceptions of- practice and with new
40

ways of thinking about and conducting their professional *responsibili-

ties. The emphasis here is on changing beliefs about practice, rather

than ways of improving practice per se.

Peters (1977) has written along a similar tack, emphasizing a

view of the teacher as,a self-directed, 'critical, experimental per-
..

son. He advocates the presentation of educational theories as a

20
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means to sensitizing the teacher to new ways of seeing students

and teaching. This viewpoint has been recently stilopoited by the

Writing of Tom (Note 2) and the research of-Berlack and Berlack

(1981Cthat emphasize tHe,tise of educational theory-and knowledge
e . .

as a source of insight and enlightenment rather than:a source of
. .

specific rules or general prescriptions. 'Clark and Yinger: (Note 3)
, .

)/Iused a.'Similar rationale in their application of recent search

on teacher planning to teacher education, 4.

lks we alluded -to in our discusstow'of the Irittitute and the

follow-up activities, 'the crucial issue in improving practice is

not only the holding of certain beliefs (though this is a neces-

sary first step) but also being able ttact upon them. As Feniter-

macher anticipated, "what seems objectively reasonable in the ab:

stract can.become debilitating and%destructive in,the concteteness

of social systems like schools" (p. 181). In our case, we found

this to be especially true of the'inqUiry Skillswe taught the

teachers. The final evaluations and dib.zussions with the' teachers

strongly suggested that certain beliefs about teaching had been -

changed. The 'follow-up visits indicated that it was difficult for

most teachers to act upon these new beliefs.

How carl.this problem be dealt with': If the social and insti-
,

, tutional constraints of schools prevent or pxeclude teachers from

functioning in objectively reasonable ways.' what should be the re-

sponse of teacher educators? Should we encourage an approach to

inservice education that emphasizes the teacher's role as-a pro-

fesSional capable of being reflective and making decisions? tlf we

accept this approach, ire we.stuck with the dilemma of providing

teachers with conceptions and skills that will onl be f strated

811
.41.
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when they t'ry to implement them?

Obviously,,there is no simple. solution to this problem.. We see

two means tobegin dealing with these issues. 'First,- we think that

teacher educators shduld continue to reevaluate what the essence of

professional, practice is and what kinds of ways professionalvdevel-
.

opment opportunities can be prOvided for teachers. We have,cast

our vote for viewing'teachers as professionals and for the importance

of providing, evidence and new conceptions of practice. We would

therefore advocate, in-service efforts like the one described here:

with an added emphasis on working closely with the teachers to see

how theit new beliefs might be broug t to bear in practice.

Second, we.join.Fenstermacher in is call for'studying more

closely hoy;techers'.beliefs are formed and especially the roles

that schools play in this phenomenon. What is needed are more de-

scriptive studies of teachers' conceptions of teaching and school-

ing like those. of Bussi, Chittenden ane Amarel (1976)-, Eddy (1969),.

4arland (dote 4), and Munby (Note 5). Also we need to more closely

examine how beginning teachers fortft their beliefs about teaching in

the course of pre-service education. Descriptive studies of this

type are being initiated,(e.., Robbins, Note 6; Hill and Yinger,

Note 7), but we need more reasarch"along these, lines.

In summary, we feel that the inservice 'workshop we presented was

successful in that it did change teachers' beliefs'-about teaching.

However, it was not successful in that we did not deal with how

teachers were to impIenient these changes given the constraints im-
,

posed by the ways s hoofs are organized. Even though bur naivete

regarding thp ways/in which school's operate lessened the impact of

the workshop, we still belieVe that our initial' assumptions regard-

ing what teachers should know and be able to do are right.

tiff
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